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Specific decals are available for this car from N Scale Kits, but Microscale® #60-839 DTTX 5-unit double stack cars can be used.
The post 2008 TTX logos are available on Microscale® sheet #60-1298. The N Scale Kits decals should be handled carefully to
avoid scratching the lettering, and ideally should be coated with Microscale decal solution before use. Recommended trucks are
MTL #003 02 040 with body mount couplers 001 02 003.

In 2002 NSC built 5000 single 53’ cars in DTTX’s NWF13 class numbers 654997-659999. A further 90 cars 680000-680089
were built in 2005. 1100 cars 680090-681189 in the externally similar NWF13a class were built in 2006.

The cars are very similar to the 53’ 3-car drawbarred units for TTX, placed in their DTTX class NWG30, these units were num-
bered 620000-621021. A subsequent order built in 2011-2 are in the 785000-787565 NWG30a series and also available from N
Scale Kits. Kit NS138.

When ready the whole set should
be painted in TTX yellow. For
TTX the paint suggested is Badg-
er Modelflex #16-168 Trailer
Train Yellow. Alternatively, Wal
Mart sell the Rust-o-leum primer
spray in Marigold, for a few dol-
lars. The color is very close to the
TTX paint scheme. Note that the
brake wheel is orange.

Steps and walkways should be
fitted after painting as the walk-
ways are left unpainted. Glue the
steps and walkways into place.
The steps and grabs should now
also be painted as the same color
as the body.

Check all parts and clean up flash, feeds, etc. Dry fit parts before assembly to check fit.

Bend the ends of the floor etch to form the ends of the well, ensuring that the spray guards are folded to allow your 53’ containers
to fit.  When all the unit ‘s car sides are secure and square, glue the sides and the floor etch into the cars.

Fold both of the etches as shown, and check the fit
on each end.  Fit the brake parts under the the
walkways at the very ends of the A and B cars. The
brake parts are painted in the car body color.


